
Made almost entirely from Bamboo, VIRO is the 
ideal alternative to conventional display solutions 
for businesses looking to comply with their green 
policies. As Bamboo is a totally renewable resource 
that has never been used in the display industry 
before, VIRO creates a strong point of difference 
without compromising on design, features  
and functionality.

VIRO is available in one size,  
2000mm (h) by 800mm (w).
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The CS800 is our budget light weight retractable stand.

Designed to suit the needs of a temporary  
display system.

CS800’s are available in one size  
2100mm (h) x 800mm (w)

BannerBug is a stylish, sleek, modern retractable 
banner stand that is both compact and durable.

The BannerBug can be set up in seconds. The graphic 
is protected within the base unit when packed, 
reducing the likelihood of damage and if required,  
the graphic panel is easy to change.

The BannerBug is also available in single and double 
sided options.

Banner Bugs are available in sizes  
2170mm (h) x 1200mm (w)  
or 1000mm (w) or 850mm (w)

CS800BANNERBUG BANNERBUDDy

BannerBug  
is by far the best 
pull up display 
 in the world

A great budget  
option for  
a portable  

banner  

BannerBuddy is available as a single sided display with 
a super sleek, modern look.

Best of all, BannerBuddy is lightweight, easy to use  
and the graphic panel can be changed at any time. 

Banner Buddy’s are available in sizes  
2170mm (h) x 1000mm (w) or 850mm (w)

BannerBuddy is our highly  
affordable, non-retractable  

portable banner stand.{ }
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